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Abstract
can be observed that when a large number of
Ifacet very
small, similar air bubbles float on the surof a soapy liquid, the bubbles will arrange
themselves into a regular pattern similar to a crystalline lattice. An accurate modelling of bubble
geometry was first obtained. From the bubble geometry, the attractive force between bubbles which
accounts for the assembly of the bubbles was derived. The model was used to study the motion of
two bubbles attracting, taking into account the effective mass of the bubble and drag. The model
showed good agreement with experiments. The
bubble geometry was then used to model the potential energy of the entire bubble crystal. Using
the concept of minimization of energy, the common hexagonal close packing and the various other
interesting packing configurations of bubble crystals which closely mimic behavior in metals was
quantitatively accounted for.
Keywords: Bubble raft, surface tension, crystalline structure, packing.

1

Introduction

It can be observed that when a large number of
very small, similar air bubbles float on the surface of a soapy liquid, the bubbles will arrange
themselves into a regular pattern similar to a crystalline lattice. This is a commonly observed phenomenon, such as in soft drinks, where bubbles
tend to aggregate. In a similar example, breakfast cereal floating on milk also tend to move towards each other, in an effect known as the ”cheerios effect”. Vella and Mahadevan [1] studied the
attractive force between objects floating on a surface of the water. However, the case of the bubble, which deflects+the water meniscus upwards
instead of downwards, was not discussed in detail.
Various authors [2-4] have done studies on the profile of floating bubbles, which wll be referred to
in the derivation the attractive force between bubbles in this report. The theoretical model for the
attractive force is then verified experimentally using various bubble sizes. The interesting configu2014 Problem 6: Bubble Crystal

Materials and methods

FIG. 1. Schematic (left) and photograoph(right) of
setup to generate bubble crystal.

FIG. 2. Illustration of minimization of energy. Blue
circle represents bubble.

rations of the bubble crystal, which have been observed by Bragg [5] are investigated using his attractive force. This paper presents a novel investigation into the formation of the bubble crystal and
the stability of the configurations is done using the
attractive force. The dynamics of floating bubbles
has applications in nuclear reactors which are important when the bubble bursts.
Furthermore, bubble crystals also can serve as a
model for metal lattices, given the similarities in
behavior.

2 Materials and methods
The bubbles were generated in soap solution.
Each batch of soap solution is made from 900 ml
water, 100 ml detergent and 15 ml glycerol. The
surface tension was determined to be 0.0027 N/m
using a capillary tube. The density is 1020 kg/m3 .
For experiments verifying the attractive force, the
bubbles were generated using a syringe in a petri
dish. The motion of the bubbles were then captured using a high-speed camera at 120 frames/s.
For experiments on the bubble crystal, a hypodermic needle connected to an air pump with a pressure regulator valve was used to generate bubbles
of a consistent size (< 1% error), shown in FIG. 1.

3 Investigation of attractive
force between two bubbles
We first seek to understand the physical reason
behind this attractive force between two bubbles.
Bubbles are less dense than water, so they tend to
float, but they are ”held down” by surface tension.
Bubbles also displace water upwards. Hence, considering one bubble in the displaced water surface
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of another bubble, the bubble will tend to float upwards along the meniscus to a region of lower potential energy, shown in FIG. 2. The phenomenon
can thus be attributed to the minimization of buoyant energy.
Eq. (1) shows the expression for the radial attractive force on a bubble, where U(r) is the radial
potential energy of that bubble due to the displaced
water surface of another bubble. The potential energy can be expressed as a buoyant energy. ρw is
the density of the fluid, Vdisplaced is volume of water displaced by the bubble and z is the height of
displacement of the water surface.

Fradial
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The profile of a single floating bubble which
gives the function for z, needs to be derived in order
to find the expression for the attractive force. With
reference to Toba’s [2] derivation using the YoungLaplace equation, Eq. (2) is obtained. Solving Eq.
(2) gives the function for z, which is shown
√ in Eq.
(3), where the capillary constant, LC = ρwγ g . C is
a constant depending on boundary conditions. The
function is in the form of a modified Bessel function of the second kine, Ko (x).
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The bottom surface of the bubble is assumed to
be spherical which is valid for bubbles with radius
< 1mm (justification in Appendix). The top surface of the bubble is also spherical.
However, it is an air-water-air interface, so the
given the same radius of curvature, the pressure
difference will be doubled. As the pressure inside
a bubble is constant, the radius of curvature of the
top twice that of the bottom surface. A force balance on the bubble, balancing buoyant force with
surface tension, given in Eq. (4), allows us to solve
for the entire bubble geometry. γ is the surface tension of the liquid, R is the radius of the bubble and
θ is illustrated in FIG. 3.

ρwVd g = 2πγ R sin2 θ

(4)

Using Eq. [(3), (4)], a MATLAB program is
written to solve the equations numerically to obtain the solution to the bubble profile by finding
2014 Problem 6: Bubble Crystal
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Anlysis of bubble crystals

FIG. 3. Schematic of floating bubble. R represents the
radius of the bubble.

FIG. 4. Solved bubble geometry

the value of constant C in Eq. (3). FIG. 4 shows
an example of a solved bubble geometry.
The equation of motion describing the attraction of two bubbles can then be written, shown
in Eq. (5). The effective mass of a bubble [6] is
M = 12 ρwVdisplaced and k is the drag constant, which
is used as a fitting parameter. r is the separation between the two bubbles. The system is then solved
numerically.
M ŕ kŕ
dz
+ − ρw gVdisplaced
=0
(5)
2
2
dr
FIG. 5 show experimental results of separation
of bubbles of various sizes as a function of time.
The theoretical model agrees well with experimental data, demonstrating the accuracy of the model.
It also can be seen that the attraction force decreases with decreasing bubble size, which is exdz
pected as dr
approaches zero.

4 Anlysis of bubble crystals
Using Eq. (3), we can analyze the potential of
one bubble in an entire bubble crystal. This is done
by calculating the sum of the potentials contributed
by the rest of the bubbles. This is justified as Eq.

FIG. 5. Experimental results compared with theoretical
prediction for motion of attraction between two
bubbles. (Note: theory line is covered by experimental
points for the most part)
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(2) is a linear equation, thus linear superposition
holds. FIG. 6 shows the potential generated by two
bubbles.
The common hexagonal close packing of bubble
crystals shown in FIG. 7. It is possible to explain
hexagonal packing in larger bubble using Plateau’s
law which states that soap films always meet in
threes along an edge at an angle of 120°. However, this law may not be suitable as the bubbles
in this investigation are small enough that they are
incompressible, shown in FIG. 7. The theoretical
modelling shown in FIG. 8 can be used to explain
the packing behavior. The total potential energy
of a three bubble system is calculated at different
relative positions and shown in FIG. 8.
As can be seen from FIG. 8, when the three
bubbles are arranged in a straight line, the system has the highest potential energy. The potential of the system decreases as the line of bubbles
”bend” inwards. The potential energy is the smallest when the three bubbles form a triangle, which
corresponds the hexagonal close packing demonstrated in FIG. 7. As systems tend to minimize potential energy, the hexagonal close packing is the
most stable and is usually observed.
Additionally, the model is robust and able to predict for more interesting configuration. In the case
when two bubbles adjacent to each other are burst,
a di-vacancy shown in FIG. 9a is formed. In this
case, the bubble directly between these two bubbles moves into the vacancy and attracts other bubbles. This also causes a distortion in the other bubbles, attracted by the centre bubble. This distortion
is shown in FIG. 9a and predicted by the model
in FIG. 9b, which shows that bubbles at the side
would towards the centre bubble to minimize potential energy.
Other configurations can also be achieved, as
bubbles require energy to transition between different arrangements. This is shown by the rising potential energy as the bubble crystal deviates from the hexagonal arrangement. Thus, it is
highly likely that a bubble crystal would adopt a
configuration corresponding to a local minimum
in energy. This gives rise to interesting phenomena which correspond to a local minimum in energy. In the experiments, dislocations (FIG. 10a),
grain boundaries (FIG. 10b) and stable vacancies
(FIG. 10c) are observed, similar to Bragg’s observations. These are similarly observed in metals.
By disturbing the system, a more stable configuration can achieved. This process, akin to annealing
is demonstrated in FIG. 11, where bubbles move to
fill up a hole in the crystal when the crystal is disturbed with a needle. Out model is able to provide
a quantitative reason for the packing of the bubble
crystal.

Conclusion

FIG. 6. Potential caused by two bubbles. Red indicates
lower potential energy.
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FIG. 8. Diagram showing potential energy plotted
against relative position.

FIG. 9. (a) Photograph and (b) theoretical model of
di-vacancy.

FIG. 7. Hexagonal close packing of bubbles in bubble
crystal.

5 Conclusion
In conclusion, an accurate modelling of bubble
geometry was obtained. From the bubble geometry, the attractive force between bubbles which
accounts for the assembly of the bubbles was derived. The model was used to study the motion of
two bubbles attracting and the model showed good
agreement with experiments. The bubble geometry was then used to model the potential energy of
the entire bubble crystal. Using the concept of minimization of energy, the various interesting packing configurations of bubble crystals which closely
mimic behavior in metals was quantitatively accounted for.

FIG. 10. (a) Dislocation illustrated with a Burgers’
circuit and Burgers’ vector. (b) Grain boundary.

FIG. 11. (a) Before annealing. (b) During annealing, a
syringe needle is used to disturb the bubble crystal. (c)
After annealing.
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Abstract
resnel binary lenses have been made to focus
light waves at a point. In this paper we used
F
Fresnel lens’ laws to make a device that is able
to focus sound waves at a point. The overall
method was constructing a device which amplifies
the waves’ amplitude by constructive interference
and prevents destructive interference at the focal
point. The lens’ properties have been studied then,
the setup tested by simulation and its ability to focus sound in various conditions tested experimentally.

1

Introduction

Fresnel zone plates are widely used in optical applications. One of the common uses of a zone plate
is to bring light from a distant source to focus. The
zone plates, with concentric opaque rings in determined radiuses (depend on sound frequency and
required focal length) are able to focus light waves.
The main idea which has been used to make zone
plates was to prevent destructive interference of
waves using opaque ring and to amplify the waves’
amplitude at the focal point due to constructive interference. Because the sued rules of light waves
in producing an optical Fresnel zone plates are as
same as the rules of acoustic waves; we are going
to apply them to produce the acoustic one.

2
2.1

Theory
Method of determining ring’s
radiuses of a Fresnel zone

The Fresnel lens shown in FIG. 1 is made for
plane wave front of waves that causes the same
initial phase of the waves. Light waves impinge
the structure from the back and the focal point is
considered on the symmetry axis of the lens. By
referring to the Huygens principle of waves, any
arbitrary point on the lens’s plane can be considered as a spherical source point which cause the
waves to reach the focal point. The purpose is
2016 Problem 3: Acoustic Lens
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to get constructive interference at the focal point
,so the rings should switch from opaque to transparent. Actually the Opaque rings prevent transmission of waves which destructively interfere at
the focal point and transparent rings transmit the
waves which constructively interfere.
Since the final amplitude at the focal point is
equal to the sum of the amplitudes of waves passing through the lens, the lens amplifies the light
intensity at the focal point.
The optical path difference of points on the plane
of zone plate and the focal point, causes the phase
difference of waves. The path difference is equal
to l − l0 where l0 is the focal length (see FIG. 2a).
If l − l0 < λ2 , waves at the focal point constructively interfere and make the amplitude larger, so,
we made the red surface (shown in FIG. 2a) transparent for waves. And if λ2 < l − l0 < λ waves
cause destructive interference at the focal point, so,
we put an opaque ring on the blue surface (shown
in FIG. 2b) to prevent destructive interference.
By continuing this approach, we have:
(n − 1)λ
nλ
< l − l0 <
2
2

(1)

Then:
nλ
+ l0
2
By Pythagoras’s law we have:
√
rn = l 2 − l02
l=

Using Eq. [(2), (3)]:
√
n2 λ 2
rn =
+ nλ l0
4
Where l0 is focal length and is equal to f .
As λ ≪ l0 , rn can be approximated as:
√
rn ∼
= nfλ

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Where n is an integer, f is focal length and λ is
light’s wavelength.
This method of determining the radius of the
rings is based on diffraction and interference phenomena. And also the Huygens principle is a principle for all types of waves. So this method of making a lens is also useful for concentration of sound
waves.

2.2 Our Fresnel lens
We decided to make a lens for the osund frequency of 13 kHz and the focal length of 0.5 m.
Speed of sound in the air considered equal to 340
m/s. Using Eq. (5) radius of the rings calculated
as TABLE I.

FIG. 1. Fresnel lens consist of concentric rings. Opaque
rings prevent destructive interferece. Transparent rings
cause constructive interference at the focal point.

(b) Where an
(a) Where the path
inappropriate
path
difference causes
difference
causes
constructive interference
the rings considered to be destructive interference
transparent. (the red the rings considered to be
opaque. (the blue
surface)
surface)
FIG. 2

2.3 Assumption of this method and
solutions to them
1. In the given method of constructing Fresnel
lenses, the opaque rings assumed to be an
absolute sound insulator material but in real
situation any material that we use to make
our lens have a coefficient of sound transmission and it will transmit some waves which
destructively interfere at the focal point and
cause decrement of final amplitude.
2. Eq. (5) has been reached by assuming that the
wave front of sound source is plane, but in
real situation, sound source is spherical and
it effects on the initial phase of the incident
waves. This effect makes the waves not to
be all in same phase and it may decrease the
sound intensity at the focal point. To solve
this problem, we had to put sound source far
number of
rings
r1
r2
r3
r4
r5
r6
···

rn × 10−6
(m)
114354
161722
198068
228709
255705
290111
···

∆rn × 10−6
(m)
4
6
7
8
9
10
···

TABLE I. Radius of the rings of our binary lens as a
function of ring’s number (n)
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Simulation

FIG. 4. Geometry of setup in axis symmetry simulation.
Sound waves impinge the structure from bottom. The
spherical sound source is placed 12.5 m under the lens
and the thickness of the rings considered to be 0.01 m

FIG. 3. Waves of a spherical sound source incoming to
the lens. The distnce δ is the path difference which
makes phase difference in the back of the lens. If
L = Lmin , the wave front can be almost assumed plane.

enough from the lens in a way that the wave
front can be almost assumed plane. So, we
decided to calculate the minimum needed distance (Lmin ) between sound source and the
lens. FIG. 3, shows the wave front of a spherical sound source which is incoming to the
lens. Where rn the radius of the biggest ring
is (depends on number of rings) and δ is the
maximum path difference that makes phase
difference in the back of the lens. To be able
to assume that the wave front is almost plane,
the δ should be much less than rn (δ ≪ rn ).
The magnitude order of rn and λ are 10−1 m
and 10−2 m. So we estimated the of magnitude of δ . According to the estimation δ
should be one order of magnitude smaller then
λ . Then it would be in order of 10−3 m. So
this estimation can confirm the δ ≪ rn condition.
By Pythagoras law we have:
(L + δ )2 = rn2 + L2

(6)

As δ is one order of magnitude smaller than λ ,
λ
in Eq. (6). Then:
we can put δ = 10
Lmin =

100rn2 − λ 2
20λ

(7)

As λ ≪ rn :
rn2
(8)
λ
As the smaller structure is more applied we decided to make our lens consisting of three opaque
rings. So the maximum radius of the rings was
equal to r5 (TABLE I). Sounds’ speed (vs ) considered to be 340 m/s without error. By λ = vvs (v
is sound’s frequency) we have λ = (26154 ± 2) ×
10−6 m.
Lmin ∼
=5
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FIG. 5. The triangular mesh inside and outside the lens.
Finer mesh around the boundaries considered.

Then from Eq. (8) the minimum of L is:
Lmin = (12500 ± 1) × 10−3 m

(9)

To test this estimation and to see the ral situation’s effects on lens’ amplification we did simulation using COMSOL software.

3

Simulation

We
used
2D-axisymmetric
simulation
with COMSOL multi physics software. 2Daxisymmetric was chosen because our geometry
is a body of revolution and building blocks act
only radial and axial, with no tangential component. Everything in 2D plan revolve on the
rotational axis (Here the symmetry axis of the
lens). FIG. 7 (3D diagram) shows the revolution
of FIG. 6 (2D diagram). Also doing simulation
in 2D-axisymmetric environment instead of 3D
environment reduces time of solving.
The lens designed for 13 kHz frequency and
f = 0.5 m. To see the real situation’s effect on the
results of sound focusing, the sound source considered to be spherical and the given material was
PVC (density = 1.38 g/cm3 ) which has a coefficient of sound transmission. This coefficient is
measured experimentally. The sound intensity behind and front the material is measured and the
blocked intensity was found, which was equal to
16 ± 1 dB (The error is the instrument error).

Experiments
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3.1 Geometry
FIG. 4 shows the geometry of setup in 2Daxisymmetry simulation. Everything in 2D environment revolve on the r = 0 axis (FIG. 4). Then
the rectangular rings (in 2D environment) by revolving change into circular rings in 3D environment. The radius of the rings is as same as TABLE
I. Distance L is equal to Lmin (see Eq. [(8), (9)]).
The PML (Perfectly Matched Layer) prevents reflection of sound from the walls to avoid interference of reflected waves with waves transmitted the
lens.

3.2 Mesh
The mesh designed for this geometry was an unstructured mesh (see FIG. 5). Although the structural one is more accurate but we chose the unstructured, because, it is easier to apply to our geometry
and takes less time. As diffraction occurs from the
edges of the rings, calculations around the boundaries of rectangles must be more accurate. So the
mesh around the boundaries considered to be finer
but the mesh’s size increased by increasing distance from the rings (rectangles in 2D). Then the
space between them filled with triangular mesh.

3.3 Simulation’s result
FIG. 6 indicates the 2D acoustic pressure diagram of our Fresnel zone plate. Red and blue colors (indicatives of high intensity) have been appeared 0.5 m in front of the lens.
The 3D result of simulation has been shown in
FIG. 7 which is sound pressure diagram. As shown
the dark red color has been appeared in front of
the lens. The simulation’s results indicated that in
about 0.5 m in front of the lens, sound pressure has
been increased. It means that our lens in real situation is able to focus sound and the estimations
were appropriate for the lens to focus sound.

FIG. 6. Axis symmetry simulation result using
COMSOL. The 2D acoustic pressure diagram for our
Fresnel lens. The red and blue colors indicate high
intensity of sound.

with intensity equal to 24 dB ± 1 dB. This is more
than what PVC blocks. So the Styrofoam is the
better sound insulator material and it is better to use
for the experiments. Because the more insulator
material, prevents the transmission of waves which
destructively interfere at the focal point.
FIG. 9 shows the schematic top view of our
experimental setup. The Tone generator used to
produce sound then it amplified using a amplifier.
Fresnel lens has been placed in front of the sound
source and the distance between sound source and
the lens is equal to Lmin (Eq. [(8), (9)]). We moved
a microphone (Shown by a black solid circle on
FIG. 9) on the symmetry axis of the lens and detected sound intensity on it to see intensity’s variations which is expected from theory and simulation. We used Visual analyzer to measure sound
intensity where ever the microphone is located. It
shows the intensity of each frequency of sound in
the experiment’s space. See FIG. 10 which shows
the Visual analyzer environment.
The lens put out in an open space and the experiments done there to prevent sound reflection from
walls and its destructive effects on sound focusing.

6
4 Experiments
As the simulation’s results said that our lens is
able to focus sound, we started bulding the lens to
test its ability of focusing sound experimentally.

5 Experimental setup
The radius of the rings has been taken from Eq.
(5) and it is as same as TABLE I. The used material
was Styrofoam; because it is able to reflect sound,
so it will prevent sound’s transmission of opaque
rings (FIG. 8). The Styrofoam blocks the sound

Experiment No.1

6.1 Measuring sound intensity on
the symmetry axis of lens (Testing the setup)
The microphone moved on the symmetry axis
of the lens and the sound intensity of 13 kHz frequency detected each 10 cm on it, but near the focal point (Which x = 50 cm and the maximum intensity was expected) to be more accurate, the detection was done each 5 cm. Results of this experiment is shown in FIG. 11. Which is variations
of acoustic level vs. horizontal distance from the
plate. x = 0 is on the surface of the lens and x = 50
2016 Problem 3: Acoustic Lens
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Experiment No.2

FIG. 9. Schematic top view of the acoustic lens setup.

FIG. 10. Visual analyzer environment. It shows the
intensity of sound for each frequency in our
experimental space. As you can see the intensity of
13kHz frequency (Which the lens is made for) is more
and we detected this frequency’s intensity variation on
the symmetry axis of the lens.
FIG. 7. Axis symmetry simulation results. The 3D
diagram of sound pressure level. The dark red color
indicates high sound pressure.

7
7.1

Experiment No.2
Focusing sound with other frequencies

Our lens had been made for 13 kHz frequency
and f = 0.5 m. To see that how does the lens behave by changing√frequency, we referred to Eq. 5
which says rn = n f λ . As λ = vνs (vs is speed of
sound and ν is the frequency of sound) we have:
√
vs
rn = n f
(10)
ν
FIG. 8. The acousitc lens with concentric rings made
using Styrofoam.

We don’t change our lens so the radius of the
rings (rn ) is constant. Then the focal length can be

cm is the focal point. FIG. 11 indicates that the
sound pressure at x = 50 cm has been increased.
Which is because of constructive interference of
sound waves at the focal point.
The lens was optimized for focusing sound in 50
cm in front of it; but, as constructive interference
of waves can also occur in other points in front of
the lens, picks before and after x = 50 cm are also
arisen (FIG. 10).
2016 Problem 3: Acoustic Lens

FIG. 11. Variations of acoustic level vs. horizontal
distance from the plate. Where x varies on the lens’
sysmmetry axis. The lens has been focused sound in its
focal point (x=50 cm). The average sound intensity
after x=50 cm is lower than it before x=50 cm, because
that is related with x−2 (As we know = 4πpx2 , where I is
sound intensity and p is the sound source’s power)

Experiment No.3
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FIG. 12. ν vs. f diagram for our lens. Blue line relates
to the experiments. Diagram slope = (3.77 ± 0.06)
cm/kHz. (Regression=0.9996)

FIG. 14. Results of experiment No.3. Sound pressure
vs. horizontal distance from the plate diagram for
positive lens (the first one) and negative lens (the
second one). Green areas indicate the focusing area.
Both lenses were able to focus sound but the width of
the focusing area for the negative one is smaller so it
has a better amplification.
FIG. 13. Two types of acoustic lens. The left one is
positive lens and the right one is negative lens. Made
using foam.

Where c =

rn2
nvs

rn2
= νc
nvs

Experiment No.3

8.1 Positive and negative lenses

written as a function of frequency:

f =ν

8

(11)

and is constant.

We changed the frequency (ν ) and for each frequency plotted sound intensity vs. horizontal distance from the plate chart (like the chart in FIG.
11). In each, where the intensity was in its maximum, considered to be that frequency’s focal point.
After that a chart for each frequency and its focal length plotted. FIG. 12 indicates the results of
this experiment. As it was expected from Eq. (11)
the ν vs. f chart is linear. The diagram slope is
the constant number c. Our lens was able to focus
other frequencies of sound but in a different focal
point. It means that the lens can be used for any
arbitrary frequency of sound which is wanted to be
concentrated in point.
Our lens was able to focus other frequencies of
sound but in a different focal point. It means that
the lens can be used for any arbitrary frequency
of sound which is wanted to be concentrated in a
point.

This type of acoustic lens can be made in two
different shapes (see FIG. 13). The left one, in
which the even rings are opaque, is called positive
lens prevent transmission of waves which destructively interfere at the focal point. In the negative
lens, in which the odd rings are opaque (FIG. 13
(right one)), the opaque rings of positive lens have
been changed into transparent rings; so the negative one concentrate waves which are prevented by
the positive one. As a result both types of lenses are
able to focus sound but in an opposite amplitude.
In this experiment both setups were tested and
their ability of focusing acoustic waves compared
with each other. The comparison was based on
resolution of focusing sound where the resolution
refers to the width of the focused beam. The used
material was foam which is an appropriate sound
insulator material. The foam blocks sound with intensity equal to 26 dB ± 1 dB. To be accurate and
to prevent sound waves’ reflection from walls, this
experiment done in an acoustic room.
FIG. 14 is about the results of this experiment.
As it indicates both positive and negative lenses
are able to focus sound in the required focal point
(x ∼
= 50 cm). The orange lines in FIG. 14 show
the sound pressure on the symmetry axis when we
hadn’t put the lens in front of the sound source. The
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References

sound pressure is measured using:
LI

p = p0 10 20

(12)

Where p is sound pressure; p0 is the reference
sound pressure and is equal to 2 × 10−5 Pa and LI
is sound intensity level.
Green areas specified in the charts of FIG. 14
indicates the focused area. Width of focused area
(indicative of lens’ resolution) for negative lens is
smaller. Actually the negative lens has been focused sound better than the positive one. The reason is that the area of the positive lens’ innermost
circle is almost large, so this type of lens transmits
a large amount of sound without concentrating it
from the innermost circle; whereas the negative
one prevents the transmission of large amount of
sound without concentrating it, because of its first
opaque ring.
As a result of this experiment the negative lens
has a better sound focusing.

9 Conclusion
In this paper Fresnel zone plate’s laws used to
make an acoustic lens. The basic reason of ability
of focusing sound waves using this lens was that
the diffraction of waves occurs from the edges of
the rings and the radius of the rings determined in
a way that the waves constructively interfere at the
focal point. Our lens made for frequency of 13 kHz
and focal length of 0.5 m.
To see the effects of theory’s assumptions and
the setup’s behavior in real situation, simulation
test done. Then the lens tested experimentally. Detection of sound intensity on the symmetry axis of
the lens gave a pick in x ∼
= 0.5 m on the acoustic level vs. horizontal distance from the plate diagram as it was expected from theory and simulation. The lens was also able to focus other frequencies of sound but in a different focal length so it is
useful for any arbitrary frequency of sound.
The more insulator the material of the lens is,
we have the less destructive interference at the focal point and also amplification occurs better. The
experiments should be done in an open space or
an acoustic room to prevent interference of incident waves with reflected waves from walls. Also
the negative lens has a better resolution of focusing
sound.
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Leidenfrost Effect
Thomas Ross-White Bergamaschi

1

Problem statement

Etapa High School - Valinhos, SP, Brazil
Leidenfrost effect, a water drop placed on a
Itainnhotthecircumstances,
surface can survive for minutes. Under cersuch a drop develops oscillating star shapes. Induce different oscillatory modes
and investigate them.

2

Introduction

The Leidenfrost effect occurs when a liquid is
placed upon a very hot plate, and instead of instantly evaporating, the droplet appears to levitate
on top of the plate. The temperature at which this
phenomenon begins to occur is called the Leidenfrost Point.
This phenomenon happens because when the
droplet touches the plate, a small portion of water
evaporates almost immediately, creating a layer of
vapor undermeath the droplet which levitates it and
thermally isolates the droplet from the hot plate.
This causes the droplet to survive (i.e.,not evaporate completely) for up to a few minutes over the
hot plate, as illustrated in FIG. 1.

3
3.1

Theoretical Background
Heat Transfer Mechanisms

The heat transfer mechanism between the hot
plate and the droplet can be modelled using the
Rayleigh number σ . By computing the Rayleigh
number, it is possible to determine which heat
transfer mechanism - convection or conduction - is
the most relevant for the conditions of the hot plate
and the droplet. The Rayleigh number [1] can be
expressed as:

σ=

gβ ∆T
α L3
ν

(1)

Where g is the gravitational acceleration; β
is the air thermal expansion coefficient, ∆T is
the temperature difference between the hot plate
and the droplet; L is the characteristic length (the
Leidenfrost Effect
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FIG. 3. Droplet oscillation modes

FIG. 1. Water droplet with coloring exhibiting the
Leidenfrost effect on a hot plate

FIG. 4. Forces acting on an oscillating droplet

FIG. 2. Spherical and cylidrical droplets

droplet radius); ν is the kinematic viscosity; and α
is the thermal diffusivity.
If the Rayleigh number σ is such that σ ≫ 1500
then convection prevails over conduction. Alternatively, if σ < 1500 then conduction prevails over
convection [1].
Assuming typical values for all constants,
namely: g = 9.81 m/s2 ; the Rayleigh number for
our experimental setup is given by:

σ∼
= 20000

(2)

Hence, based on the value of σ we can assert
that convection prevails over conduction throughout the droplet. This conclusion is rather intuitive
since convection is a slow process, and as observed
experimentally the droplet can survive many minutes over the hot plate.

3.2 Droplet shape
Droplets on a hot plate under the Leidenfrost effect may assume spherical or cylindrical shapes, as
shown in FIG. 2.
The droplet shape is dependent on the ratio of
inertial forces to surface tension forces which is
expressed as the Bond number Bo [2], defined as
follows:
Bo =

ρ gL2
γ

(3)

where ρ is the liquid density, g is the gravitational acceleration, L is a characteristic length and
γ is the surface tension (at ambient temperature
γ = 71.97 mN and ρ − 997 kg/m3 ).

For Bo ≈ 1, surface tension forces are more relevant, and the droplets assume a more spherical
shape. For Bo ≫ 1 surface tension forces are less
relevant (when compared to inertial forces) and the
droplets assume a cylindrical shape.

3.3 Droplet oscillations
A droplet on a hot plate exhibiting the Leidenfrost effect oscillates and forms stable shapes
including an ellipsis, triangle, or a 5-pint star,
as illustrated in FIG. 3. The number of points
formed by the oscillating droplet is called the Oscillation Mode N; and the distance between the
points is called the Oscillation Wavelength λ . FIG.
3 shows droplets with four different oscillation
modes, from N = 2 (forming an elliptical droplet)
to N = 5.
The droplet oscillates, after an initial perturbation, because surface tension forces, acting tangentially to the liquid surface, provide a rebounding
force along the symmetry axis of the droplet, as
illustrated in FIG. 4. This makes the droplet oscillate with a certain mode and amplitude and with an
equilibrium position that corresponds to a circular
droplet.
Using this model, the frequency of oscillation of
the droplet can be formulated, based on the its geometry (be it spherical or cylindrical). Assuming
the fluid is irrotational, and applying the continuity
equation, Laplace’s equation for the velocity potential ϕ is obtained, defined as⃗v = −⃗∇ϕ , where ⃗v
is the fluid velocity and ϕ is the velocity potential,
therefore:
⃗∇ ×⃗v = 0 and ⃗∇ ·⃗v = 0 ⇔ ∇2 ϕ = 0

(4)

The equations for the droplet’s frequency of osLeidenfrost Effect
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cillation as a function of the oscillation mode N, for
cylindrical and spherical droplets can be shown [3,
4] to be as follows:
√
1
N(N − 1)(N + 2)γ
fsphere =
(5)
2π
ρ R3
√
1
N(N 2 − 1)γ
fcylinder =
(6)
2π
ρ R3
where fsphere is the frequency of oscillation
using a spherical approximation and fcylinder is
the frequency using a cylindrical approximation.
The parameters N, γ , ρ and R correspond to the
droplet’s mode of oscillation, surface tension, density and radius respectively.

3.4 Droplet oscillation wavelength
Assuming the droplets oscillate with an equilibrium state corresponding to a circular shape, we
can derive an approximate relation for the wavelength as the perimeter of the circle divided by the
number of points (oscillation mode N), as follows:
R
2π R ∼
(7)
= Nλ ⇔ λ ∼
= 2π
N
where clearly this equation is more precise for
larger values of N.
In order to derive an approximate relation between the frequency of oscillation f and the oscillation mode N, we first simplify Eq. [(4), (5)]
by assuming a value of N ≫ √
1. In this case both
N2γ
1
∼
equations simplify to: f =
3 . Now we can
2π

ρR

substitute NR ∼
= 2λπ from Eq. (6) into f resulting in
the following relation between frequency and oscillation mode:
√
γ
f∼
(8)
= 2π
ρλ 3
and again, this relation is more precise for larger
values of the oscillation mode N.

4 Experimental results
4.1 Experimental setup
The materials used in our experimental setup
were:
1. Plain water with a color dye (to facilitate visualization, a small amount of color dye was
added to the water, but the overall liquid properties such as density and surface tension did
not change appreciably when compared to
plain water).
Leidenfrost Effect

2. Hot Plate (Hot Plate Fisatom Model503,
230 V, 1010 W, temperature range 50
to 360, http://loja.fisatom.com.br/placasaquecedoras/placa-aquecedora-mod-503154.html)
3. Mechanical Impulse Generator (Reichert
Model EQ173.20, 220 V, frequency range: 0
Hz to 1500 Hz)
4. Camera from Iphone 6: 8MP (f/2.2, 29
mm, 1/3”, 1.5 m), phase detection autofocus,
dual-LED dual-tone flash, video 1080p60fps,
720p240fps.
5. Multimeter Minipa, Model ET-1002 with
Temperature meter(Thermocouple), temperature range -50 ◦C to +400 ◦C.
As explained in the introduction, the temperature
at which the droplet begins to levitate on top of the
hot plate is called the Leidenfrost Point. For our
setup, we experimentally determined this temperature to be T = (190±0.5) ◦C, which was measured
on the hot plate surface using a thermocouple and
a multimeter.
The duration of the Leigenfrost effect, i.e.,the
time the droplets survive on the hot plate without
evaporating, depends on the temperature of the hot
plate surface. Hence, to maximize this duration
and facilitate the observation and measurements,
we experimented with a range of hot plate temperatures above the Leidenfrost Point. The temperature for which the droplets exhibited the maximum
survival time was found to be T = (265 ± 0.5)
◦C, which is the temperature at which all measurements were made.
In order to induce droplet oscillations, we used
a mechanical impulse generator placed underneath
the hot plate, as shown in FIG. 5. The mechanical impulse generator works as a surface that vibrates at a set frequency. The frequency f of the
impulse generator was directly transferred to the
hot plate above. The vibration of the hot plate with
frequency f induced droplet oscillations with the
same frequency f . By varying the frequency f of
the impulse generator we could induce different oscillating frequencies on the droplets and indirectly
induce different oscillation modes, since f , the oscillation mode N and the radius R are related according to Eq. [(4), (5)].
Different oscillation modes were induced in two
different ways:
1. By varying the frequency f (supplied by the
mechanical impulse generator) and keeping
the droplet volume and radius constants;
2. By varying the droplet radius R, and keeping the frequency f constant. We varied the
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FIG. 6. Pictures of droplets exhibiting different
oscillation modes
FIG. 5. Hot plate on top of a mechanical impulse
generator

droplet radius by adding fixed quantities of
water to the droplet which changed its volume
and thus the radius in a uniform manner.

4.2 Measurements and analysis
Using the setup described in section 4.1, we
managed to induce twelve different oscillation
modes (from 1 to 12). We recorded videos of the
droplets oscillating, using 240 frames-per-second,
and using Tracker Software [5] we were able
to capture precise imaging of the droplet shapes
and movements. FIG. 6 contains pictures of all
droplets exhibiting very clearly the different oscillation modes.
Through multiple experiments we measured the
oscillation frequency, the oscillation mode, the radius of the droplet and its wavelength. We then
compared the measurements against the theoretical values obtained using formulas for the Bond
number (Eq. (2))and the oscillation frequencies
for spherical and cylindrical approximations (Eq.
[(4), (5)] respectively). The results are shown in
the graphs in FIG. [7 - 10].
The graphs in FIG. [7, 8] illustrate the relationship between the oscillation frequency and the radii
of the droplets for elliptical droplets (oscillation
mode N = 2) and triangular droplets (oscillation
mode N = 3) respectively. The red (top) and blue
(bottom) lines correspond to the theoretical results
for spherical and cylindrical approximations respectively. The green (middle) line corresponds to
an experimental fitting of our data.
The fitting on both graphs used the function f ∝
1
, which was based on Eq. [(4), (5)], considerR1.5
ing a fixed value for the oscillation mode N, and
constant values for the density ρ and for the surface tension γ .
In order to consider the droplet surface tension
constant, we needed to measure and analyze the oscillations before any significant evaporation happened. Empirically we observed that no significant evaporation happened in the first 30 s after the
droplet was placed on the hot plate. Considering
an oscillation period close to 0.2 s, we were able

FIG. 7. Relationship between oscillation Frequecny
and Radii for triangular droplet (oscillation mode n=2)

to record and analyze dozens of oscillations per
point in the graphs, without any significant variation of density and surface tension. We also analyzed the oscillation modes were induced due to
the decrease in the droplet radius (due to evaporation). Surface tension and density also varied with
temperature, but their effect on the mode number
is much smaller than the change in radius. As a
simple estimate, we observed that for evaporation
to change the mode number, the droplets had to be
on the hot plate for at least 30 s.
The graph iin FIG. 7 (elliptical droplets, oscillation mode N = 2) shows that for smaller radii, the
experimental data was closer to the spherical approximation line, whereas for larger radii, the experimental data was closer to the cylindrical approximation line. This can be explained by the
Bond number. For smaller radii, the Bond number is small which is a characteristic of spherical
shaped droplets, thus the measured results were
closer to the spherical approximation line. Conversely, for larger radii, the Bond number increases
becoming a characteristic of cylindrical shaped
droplets, and the measured results became closer
to the cylindrical approximation line. The graph
in FIG. 8 shows the same behavior as FIG. 7,
but now using triangular droplets (oscillation mode
N = 3). Similarly, droplets with smaller radii exhibited frequencies closer to the spherical approximation, whereas larger droplets exhibited frequencies closer to the cylindrical approximation.
The graph in FIG. 9 plots frequency vs radius for
Leidenfrost Effect
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FIG. 8. Relationship between Oscillation Frequency
and Radii for elliptical droplet (oscillation mode n=3)

three different oscillation modes, namely elliptical
(n = 2), quadrilateral (n = 4) and hexagonal (n = 6)
droplets.
This graph shows that as the oscillation mode increases, we obtain higher frequencies for the same
radius. It is also possible to see that the oscillation
frequency decays as the droplet radius increases.
In a more precise manner, we observed that, the
frequency decays with R11.5 , as predicted by our theoretical analysis.
Using Eq. (4), we can derive a formula fo the ratio of frequencies considering the same radius and
different oscillation modes, as shown below, for
the curves N = 2 and N = 4:
fN=4
=
fN=2

1
2π
1
2π

√
√

72γ
ρ R3
8γ
ρ R3

√
= 9=3

(9)

√
N=5
N=5
Similarly, for ffN=2
we obtain ffN=2
= 30 ∼
=
5.48. These ratios remain constant for two fixed
values of N regardless of the radii. This can be
verified empirically from the graphs in FIG. 9.
The graph in FIG. 10 shows the relation between Frequency and Lambda (oscillation wavelength) for values of N ≫ 1 (we used N = 10, 11
and 12). Eq. (7) presented the frequency as a function of the wavelength λ , which was, in turn, defined in Eq. (6). The fitting used was based on
Eq. (6), i.e., f ∝ R11.5 . We can see that our experimental points closely matched the fitted curve, thus
validating our theoretical formulas and approximations.

5 Conclusions
This work presented a theoretical background on
the Leidenfrost effect and performed experiments
and measurements of the Leidenfrost effect on water droplets on a hot plate. The experimental results
Leidenfrost Effect

FIG. 9. Relationship between Oscillation Frequecny
and Radii for droplets under three different oscillation
modes

FIG. 10. Frequency as a function of wavelength

were compared against the theoretical approximations.
We analyzed the heat transfer mechanisms that
occur in the droplet using Rayleigh’s number
and found them to be primarily convection. We
also investigated the droplets geometry based on
their Bond numbers, characterizing them as either
spherical or cylindrical.
We experimentally induced the oscillations using a mechanical impulse generator which allowed
us to induce several different oscillation modes.
We analyzed the frequency of oscillation as a function of the mode number and droplet radius.
We presented theoretical approximations for frequency of oscillation and wavelength and compared them against the experimental results. In all
cases the experimental results were close to the theoretical values.
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